It

seems

that we have a

deeP-seated

propensity for celebrating anniversaries
a.rd, f.om the standpoint of received
British history, 1986 looks like a very
good year in which to commemorate the
nftiettt anniversary of the start of regular
television broadcasting-on 2 November
1936. The aim of this article is not to
question whether it is appropriate to kill
the fatted calf for television broadcasting's fiftieth year. Rather, it is simply to

ask whether the November date is a
reasonable candidate for fulfilling this
apparently quite serious human need.
Were it just up to the British, there
would of course be no problem. On 2
November 1936 the ssc started regular
transmissions from Alexandra Palace,
using two different systems turn and

turn about on a nightlY basis. One
system was the product of the Baird
Television Development ComPanY

(sroc), the organisation founded nearly

a decade earlier by the pioneer John
Logie Baird. The other, a product of an
industrial laboratory team combining

the forces of nut and Marconi, was
closely based on work done in America
for nce. by Vladimir Zworykin.
So why not have 2 November 1936 as
the great day? Simply because this period

of comparative testing, for all that it
was in public, was self-evidently still

experimental-otherwise they would not
have been using two systems' And experimental transmission of teievision
oi"tures on one or other line standard,

Lsing one or other technology. had been
going on in Britain, as in manY other
countries, since the late 1920s.

Even from the British standPoint,
then, it might make better sense to
postpone the jubilee until 6 February
lggZ-tt e flftieth anniversary of the
establishment of the London Television
Standard of 405 lines. It was on this date
in 1937 that the superior Marconi/rrrai/
nce system prevailed over s'l'oc. From
then until the close down of service some
thirty months later, with the coming of
war, Marconi/pnu/nce reigned alone. It
would surely be pedantic wretchery of
the worst kind to call attention to the
fact that 'the world's first continuous
high definition television service' was
thus interrupted, due to circumstances
beyond its control, for the next several
years. But it is reasonabie to question
the validity of this 'firstism' in the first
place, by inscribing the exactly parallel
series of events going on in Germany.
Before doing so, a definition of 'high

definition' television is needed. Today
'high definition' means a picture with at
leait t,OO0 lines, but back in the 30s it
meant something less' High definition
was then defined bY comParison with
the first flickering electro-mechanical
systems of the sort Baird had been
oiavine with from 1925 on. Initially
ihese lystems produced pictures in the
30-line range, and indeed numerous
transmissionS at this level of image
resolution were undertaken in a number
of countries. By 1932, for instance, the
eec, using a Baird 3O-line system, broad-

cast half an hour of programming regularly four times a week. This service
was discontinued in September 1935' by
which time as many as 5,000 receivers
were in existence.
These transmissions became known as
'low definition' in the early 30s, when

greater line standards were coming on

itream. In an article written for the
Journal of the (British) Television
Society

in 193?, E. H. Traub reported on

his visit to the Berlin Radio Exhibition

of that year. In reviewing television

developments in Germany, he wrote:
'1931 marks the beginning of what may

be called the high definition era, exemplified by the 90-line demonstrations
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ofFernseh ec and ofthe 100-line picture
of the German Post Office.' This use of
the term 'high definition' is entirely
typical of the day.
The contradistinction between 30 or so
lines and lines in excess of 100 was not to
be drawn again between 100-line images

and images up to and including the

London Television Standard of 405 lines.
Nor were increases to 441 lines (in the
late 30s) and the 5251625 standards of

the period after the Second World War
marked by a new conception of high
definition.

This is a crucial point

in the anniver'

national life for the entire decade.
In Germany, Fernseh ac (Television

Ltd) had been established in June 1929

to exploit the Baird patents.

It

was soon

producing mechanical disk scanning
machines at a level of greater sophistication than the British. A colleague of
Baird's writing in the 50s said that the
excellent result achieved by Fernseh
'was in no little measure due to the
micrometer precision engineering tools
the Germans had available for disk
construction.' By 1933 Fernseh were to
put the disk into a vacuum and duplicate
the interlaced pattern of line scanning
used in the electronic systems to produce

sary stakes, because the Germans began

a 320-line picture.
Fernseh also acquired rights to a rival

22 March 1935. For three nights a week

image dissector camera invented by the

regular transmissions of high definition
telivision (as it was then understood) on

the same 90 minutes of Programming
was transmitted, using an advanced
mechanically scanned 180-line system.

The Nazis called this 'the first broadcast
system in the world with regular televison programming.' By 1936 different

programming was put out each night,
except Sunday (rather as BBC radio at

this same periqd played no dance music
on the Lord's D'ay). A complex pattern

electronic system

to

Zworykin's-the

American Philo Farnsworth. This, in

personnel.

The Germans did not sell manY receivers. By 1939 there were onlY an
estimated 200 private sets in use' outside the television halls. The tenor of
Nazi life, never mind the economic
situation of the late 30s, saw television
as functioning in a public rather than a
private way. In inaugurating the ser-

in 1935, Reichssendesleiter (Reich
Broadcast Director) Eugene Hadamovsky

vice

saw television in these terms: 'After
30 January 1933, radio Preached the
Ftihrer's words to all ears. Now, in this
hour, broadcasting is called upon to fulfil
its biggest and most sacred mission: to
plant the image of the Fuhrer indelibly
in all German hearts.'
Clearly, one could not run the risk of
having them sniggering in the privacy of
their own homes at this image. More-

Thus

in a telecine device (a chain of machines

which convert a film image into a television signal) was best of all. To take
advantage of this, Fernseh created the
Intermittent Film or IF process. A rapiddevelopment film camera sYstem was
mounted above a telecine device using a
Farnsworth tube. The camera shot the

was dropped into the telecine part ofthe
apparatus to be converted into a televiJion picture. This rr system was only
about 1 metre square and was limited' as
far as lighting was concerned, by the
film's sensitivity rather than the tele-

vision pick-up tube. Fernseh shared tr
with e'roc and Farnsworth's company in
the usa.

If Fernseh played the srPc/Farnsworth role in GermanY, Telefunken

functioned as eutlnca. By the time of the
1936 Olympics, Telefunken equipment

operated in competition with that of
Fernseh, exactly prefiguring the situation in Britain a few months later.
Both camera systems originating Olympic images were capable of 375 lines (i.e.
a greater resolution than the 180 lines
established as the German standard in
1935). But, as in the ur and even more
so in the us, the competition between
advanced mechanical scanning and
Farnsworth or RcA electronic systems (a
competition enshrined in the patents
held by the rival companies) obscured

the greater effectiveness of propaganda
when it was consumed bY the mass.
And it should be remembered that the
British, with no desire to have television

line system was maintained bY the

function as cinema, only managed to sell
some 20,000 receivers by the same date.

In fact, it can be argued that all these
services, and the experiments that preceded them, were premature. What with
radio and the talkies, the world was
simply not ready for television. Nevertheless, as in Sweden, France, ussR,
Holland, Italy, usa and Argentina,
television had been on the fringe of

was liberated. As a continuous broadcast

intense, Iighting of a studio. For these
systems the direct illumination provided

the next step.

arguing

outbreak of war. Television was considered too important to the military
research programmes in unmanned
weapon guidance systems. Although
they closed the television halls, they
continued to transmit for morale and
propaganda reasons until the Allies
bombed the Berlin mast in 1943. After
that, programming was put out over the
cable network. In Paris the Nazis were
transmitting up to a week before the city
service, therefore, they lasted for eight
years, and on the 441-line standard for
the better part offive years.

worked best with extremelY bright
illumination. In fact, both hardlY
worked at all in the normal, albeit

over, Hadamovsky himself had produced

a body of theoretical writing

manufacturing industries, including television, under Goebbels' direct control.
The Nazis, unlike the British, did not
give up television transmission with the

common with the mechanical scanners,

of minute segments-a single song'
for instance-alternated with a couple
of more substantial programmes, a
30-minute documentary or the like'
It is estimated that over 150,000
people saw portions of the Berlin film and within a minute, still wet, it
Olympic Games in the summer of 1936
in forty or more public television viewing halls. Television cameramen covering the games were given more access
to events than were Leni Riefenstahl's

between Farnsworth and nce in the
United States two years later, must
have been facilitated by the Reichskulturkammer system, which put all
media artistic personnel and media

In Germany, this meant that the 180-

German Post Offlce and the Broadcasting Authority until the smoke cleared.
Because of the investment in public
television halls and a long-line network
that linked five cities, this did not occur
until November 1938. Then the whole

441'line standard'
more in keeping with the capacities of
contemporary cameras and receivers.
Also, the potential patent war was resystem was moved to

a

solved by Fernseh joining Telefunken as
an RCA licence holder in 1937. This move,
in advance ofthe understanding reached

it is clear that the Germans seized
the initiative in going with high defini-

tion mechanical scanning for a public
service. This then locked them into a
180-line standard, even as they them'
selves produced better resolution with
both mechanical and electronic scanning
systems. Already in 1935, for instance,
at the annual radio show in Berlin all the
manufacturers but one were showing
320-line equipment. The British, on the
other hand, having inferior mechanical
scanning from Baird, held on until late
the following year. The advantage
gained gave them a 405-line standard by

February 1937.

In America the internecine war was
between two electronic systems, one

from Zworykin at nca and the other from
Farnsworth. The need to contain Rce's
patent dominance and let other manufacturers into the nascent television
equipment market prevented the start of
any full-scale service until after the war.

The advantage then gained was a 525line standard and the possibility of colour

in 1953).
Celebrating this tangle of events
requires certain mental gymnastics,
especially since a taste of Nazi techno(introduced

logical achievement does not come easy.
It is no good simply suggesting, as the
British pioneers are fond of doing, that
180 lines was not real television. At the
time 180 lines roos indeed high definition
--certainly, for instance, by comparison
with the 30 lines the eac was putting out
as the Nazis began in 1935. So the

of 180 lines as not being of
sufficient quality is ahistorical' It also
ignores the fact that the Germans had
3?5-line equipment, but were using it to

dismissal

feed into

their already obsolete system

months before the British expedment
began.

If you want to celebrate television's
beginnings, you should have started in
1982 (at the latest) and you have every
right to keep going until, at

least,

February 1987. Or (remembering that

the technolog'y was anyhow essentially
American) you could forget the whole
thing.

t

